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Abstract: Drones are being considered as an alternative transport mode to ground based van networks.
Whilst the speed and application of such networks has been extensively studied, the safety aspects of
such modes have not been directly compared. Using UK Department for Transport data and a drone
flight planning approach using a probabilistic risk model, an estimation of fatality rates for seven
origin-destination (O-D) pairs was undertaken in a theoretical case study of medical deliveries in the
Southampton area of the UK. Using failure rates from the literature, results indicated that commercial
vehicles (<3.5 T) were safer than drones in all cases by ≤12.73 (12.73 times more fatalities by drone
than by road). With the O-D pairs covering a range of localities, routes covering more mileage on
minor roads were found to be the least safe but were still ≥1.87 times safer than drone deliveries.
Sensitivity tests on the modelled drone failure rates suggested that the probability of a failure would
have to be ≤ 5.35× 10−4 per flight-hour for drone risk to be equal to van risk. Investigating the
circuity of drone routes (how direct a route is) identified that level of risk had a significant impact
on travel distances, with the safest paths being 273% longer than the riskier, straight-line flight
equivalent. The findings suggest that the level of acceptable risk when designing drone routes may
negatively impact on the timeliness of drone deliveries due to the increased travel distance and time
that could be incurred.

Keywords: drones; vans; logistics; delivery; risk; safety; uav; rpas; uas; uam; evtol; loss of control;
failure; routing

1. Introduction

The definition of safety in transport modes is often debated, and each sector of the
industry will report the statistic that will present it in the best light; for example, the aviation
industry often reports to be the safest mode of transport [1], though this is based on a
per-travel hour or per-passenger mile basis (fatalities per billion km: air = 0.07 vs. car = 7.3).
When considering journeys in context to their purpose, location, and distance, it is more
difficult to distinguish the difference levels of safety levels because these individual factors
can influence a mode’s overall safety record; hence, a per passenger journey approach views
aviation less favourably (e.g., fatalities per billion journeys: air = 117 vs. car = 40) [2–4].
Investigating individual journeys is one approach that can be used to distinguish between
modes, as this specifies an origin and destination for a single trip.

Aerial drones (also known as uncrewed/unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs, or remotely
piloted aircraft systems, RPAS) are a relatively new transport mode which are seeing
significant investment and development to support their use as delivery vehicles [5]. In
terms of flight risk, their emerging status means that there is very little available data to
compare their actual safety performance against other modes; however, several attempts to
predict and optimise their potential safety have been published in the literature [6,7]. Such
predictions typically use different aircraft descent models (e.g., ballistic, glide, parachute),
and population mapping to calculate the probability of a drone striking a human on the
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ground in the event of a failure, and the subsequent probability of causing a fatality [6].
To this end, optimising routes to minimise the probability of fatality can lead to different
flight paths to avoid higher fatality risk areas. It should be noted that where drones are
uncrewed and have no passengers, their risk is considered to be to third-parties only.

What is deemed an acceptable level of risk in developed countries is often ambiguous
and drone flights over urban areas are typically avoided to satisfy National Aviation
Authorities (NAAs) [8]. Some work has been undertaken to help identify areas of concern
and ways to regulate this risk [9,10], although no uniform rules have been defined to
quantify it. Aviation as an industry is concerned with maintaining acceptable safety
standards, which are generally policed by NAAs. With developed nations typically seeing
more aviation activity, more stringent compliance requirements are often imposed across
the industry, including operational procedures and technical engineering specifications [11].
As developed nations also have higher traffic densities in their airspace, drone operations
are currently significantly limited and are only permitted under strict controls [12].

Specifically in the UK, there are two ways in which drone companies can operate
services [13,14]. The first requires that they stay below a height of 400 ft above ground, away
from airports and uncontrolled crowds as well as remaining within Visual Line of Sight
(VLoS) of a safety pilot, who is able to take over control at all times. These restrictions make
a viable logistics operation very difficult to establish [13,14]. The alternative is for the drone
platform to undergo additional airworthiness scrutiny by the NAA and for the operator
apply for an exclusive volume of airspace, called a “Temporary Danger Area” (TDA) in the
UK. Information regarding the TDA is circulated and excludes all other aircraft, crewed
and uncrewed, from using the defined volume during an agreed time window.

Currently, in order to fly Beyond Visual Line of Sight (BVLoS) in the UK a TDA
must be established [13,14], primarily because separation cannot be reliably ensured with
other aircraft. As a result, there is strong interest in solving this problem and eliminating
the need for TDAs. The altitude of the drone is also limited to the ceiling of the TDA
rather than to 400 ft. The result of this is that initiating drone operations involves lengthy
stakeholder consultation before a TDA can be established and there is an inherent time
limit usually imposed to prevent them becoming de facto permanent. Whilst TDAs solve
the immediate issue of the lack of a known traffic environment and the resultant chance
of a mid air collision, they can cause negative externalities such as funneling other air
traffic into bottlenecks and causing additional route deviations, mainly for general aviation
traffic. For these reasons, TDAs are generally seen as undesirable by the general aviation
community [13,14].

Detailed risk assessment is a common practice in aviation safety; however, quantitative
safety targets can vary and an Equivalent Level of Safety (ELoS) for drones has been
suggested at 1 × 10−6 fatalities per flight-hour (1000 fatality per bn. flight-hours) by
Guglieri et al. [15] and Dalamagkidis et al. [16]. This is generally derived from historical
statistics for general aviation; however, it is generally a lower bound, with the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA, the NAA in the USA) publishing advice for conventional
aviation [17]. They define a level of 1× 10−9 fatalities per flight-hour (or 1 fatality per bn.
flight-hours) as "Extremely Improbable" and use this as a benchmark for failures that are
not expected to occur in an aircraft type’s life [17]. The FAA value would make a sensible
target for a whole aircraft system failure rate in drones if they are to achieve a similar or
improved safety performance compared to conventional aviation. In early 2022, Amazon
announced plans for 7,000 test flights to take place for the purposes of demonstrating
reliability and durability for approval by the FAA [18]. Whilst this does not necessarily
correspond to a failure rate, due to flight durations being unknown, it does provide an
approximate indicator of the regulator’s current safety aims.

Clothier and Walker (2006) [19] investigated accident rates in crewed aircraft, including
ground fatality risk, to understand what an equivalent level for drones might be. It was
found that the typical rate was 2.22 × 10−8 ground fatalities (i.e., third parties on the
ground) per flight-hour (22.2 fatalities per bn. flight-hours). This figure has the limitation
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of potentially being confounded by the drone regulations in existence at the time of the
study, with the authors also stating that drones should operate at a level of risk equal-to or
better than crewed aircraft, particularly where the public are more exposed to the risk [20].

As a further comparison using a different transport mode, the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) sets the lower bound for the As Low as Reasonably Possible (ALARP)
region at 1× 10−6 fatalities per ship year (per 8760 ship hours) and this is termed “negligible”
and “broadly acceptable”. This would be equivalent to 1.14× 10−10 fatalities per ship hour
(0.114 fatalities per bn. ship hours). This is also set as the target acceptance criteria for
new ships. The upper bound for the ALARP region is set at 1× 10−4 fatalities per ship
year (1.14× 10−8 per ship hour, 11.4 per bn. ship hours). Interestingly, there are further
different target levels of safety for pure cargo vessels and passenger roll-on roll-off vessels
with ≈1× 10−7 and ≈1 ×10−6 fatalities per ship year respectively, which are perhaps
opposite to the expected ordering, where passenger transporters have higher target levels
of safety [21,22].

Despite a growing interest in using drones for logistics, particularly in the medical
sector [5], there is little understanding of how drone delivery risk compares to traditional
logistics methods, or other ground transport modes in the literature. In the majority
of last-mile deliveries, goods are generally carried by Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs, or
vans/trucks) but risk associated with different routes is rarely considered, despite there
being an inherently volunteered and accepted level of risk when choosing to use road
networks. Conversely, with air transport, those below the flight path are exposed to risk
involuntarily.

Drone use cases are known to invoke different attitudes from members of the public,
depending on the application and their awareness [23,24]. The level of acceptable risk
in each use case is likely to vary depending on these attitudes, though drone medical
deliveries have been known to be viewed more positively by several studies, meaning
accepted risk levels may be higher [20].

It should be noted that the perceived benefits of drone medical deliveries are often a
reason why they are viewed more positively [24]; however if risk-averse routing results in
less-direct flight paths, the effect of the circuity (i.e., not flying direct) will impact on these
benefits. For example, if a destination is 1 km away in a straight line, but a drone has to
travel 2 km to safely make the delivery, the Circuity Factor would be 2 (2/1=2), and the
speed is effectively halved; thus, the perceived benefit of faster delivery may no longer
be realised. This has significant impacts on the effective travel speed (known as ‘velocity
made good’ in sailing), the delivery timing and drone energy use as a result.

Several studies investigating the circuity of routing on road networks have generally
identified a factor of between 1.2 and 1.4 in developed countries, and in excess of 2 in
developing nations [25–28]. Furthermore, investigations of crewed aviation has found that
flights do not take perfectly direct paths, with an average circuity factor of around 1.05 [29].
Kasliwal et al. (2019) [30] assessed the benefits of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
passenger aircraft, though assumed a Euclidean (straight-line) flight path for these aircraft;
thus, the benefits may have been somewhat overstated.

Following an extensive review of relevant literature, no comparison of relative risk
between drones and road vehicles appears to have been quantified to date. The majority of
literature in this area does not seek to quantify the potential safety of operations beyond
stating a comparison between crewed aircraft and road transport [31], or largely ignores
the third party risk of operations [32]. In the similar setting of electric vertical-take-off-
and-landing (eVTOL) passenger aircraft, it has been stated that safety standards must be
double that of road transport, or as safe as helicopters for users to be confident in their
use [33]; a consideration that may also apply to drones. Further suggestions by the aircraft
manufacturer Boeing recommended eVTOLs achieve a safety level equal to commercial jets,
highlighting the increased risk of flying in low altitude airspace and over urban areas [34].
There has also been limited research comparing drones to other modes of transport in a
logistics setting beyond approximate cost and routing.
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Hence, the aim of this research is to understand how the ground fatality risk of drone
served logistics deliveries compares to (i) traditional road based urban logistics vehicles
and (ii) road vehicles more widely. The implications of this on delivery services is also
explored. By achieving these aims, the following research questions will be answered:

• To what extent, if at all, are deliveries by drone safer than by LGVs?
• What does changing the accepted risk of drone deliveries do to delivery distances/times?
• Under what circumstances is the predicted level of risk for drones equal to those of

ground transportation?

2. Methodology

This paper explores seven origin-destination (O-D) pairs which were identified as
potentially suitable for drone service by Oakey et al. [35], as part of a theoretical medical
diagnostic specimen collection service in the Southampton area of the UK, covering a mix
of urban and rural areas (Figure 1). The locations were selected in the original study if
they had sufficient ground space to land a 5-metre wingspan fixed-wing vertical take-
off/landing (VTOL) drone without affecting current land use (approx. 100 m2 within the
site grounds or on public land just outside), and had a mean risk of a fatality on the ground
due to a drone impact along its flight path 1× 10−7 fatalities per flight-hour (100 per bn.
flight-hours) or lower, based on previously discussed benchmarks. Roof top areas were
not considered as suitable landing sites in the audit as it was not possible to determine if:
(i) the roof was flat/clear enough for landing based on satellite imagery; and (ii) access to
the roof was possible. For brevity, other details of the case study have been omitted but can
be read in [35], covering matters such as the selection of the drone type and use case.

Figure 1. Sites tested and excluded from the analysis in the Southampton area. Go indicates the site
was included for service by drone.
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The O-D pairs are currently served by a van in a wider series of multi-stop collection
rounds, though for the purposes of this investigation, a one-way journey from each origin
surgery directly to Southampton General Hospital was assessed. In the case of the van,
routes were generated by a locally hosted GraphHopper route engine [36], which provided
a breakdown of the distance travelled on different road classes within the route (e.g.,
Motorway/A-Road (Major)/A-Road (Minor)/B-Road/Other Road).

2.1. Road Transport Data

UK Department for Transport datasets [37,38] were then used to calculate a typical
fatality rate per mile for Light Goods Vehicles (LGVs) on each of these road classes. The
datasets contained the total distance covered and the number of fatalities, disaggregated
by road class and vehicle type in both sources. The analyses investigated the UK’s road
transport risk using these figures, deriving a fatality rate for (i) all motor vehicle types; and
(ii) LGVs only (Equation (1)). A subsequent comparison of these rates was made.

Whilst it was possible to isolate the distances and fatalities by vehicle class, it was
not possible to identify whether vehicles were being used on a commercial basis or by a
member of the general public for private use as this was not available in the data. Data
from 2019 in each dataset were used to prevent any skew caused by the change in vehicle
activity due to COVID-19.

Fatalities Per Kilometer =
Fatalities Involving Goods Vehicles < 3.5T

Number of Vehicle Kilometers
(1)

2.2. Drone Risk Model

The drone fatality rates were based on a probabilistic risk model [6] that computed the
probability of a drone causing a third party fatality on the ground at a given location, Pfatality,
given a probability of a Loss of Control (LoC) event occurring, PLoC, as per Equation (2).
Due to the novelty of the transport mode, there is little data available on the actual failure
rates, therefore a commonly used value from the literature is used, 5× 10−3 failures per
flight-hour, [16,39]. The methodology used is generally accepted in the literature [40–42],
and forms the basis of future regulation (Specific Operational Risk Assessment, SORA) [43].
The specific parameters used for the modelling of the aircraft are included in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Mugin 5 Pro aircraft used as an example.

Parameter Value

Mass [kg] 50.0
Length [m] 3.5
Width [m] 5.0
Horizontal Airspeed [m/s] 35.0
Frontal Area [m2] 3.0
Ballistic Descent Drag Coefficient 0.8
Glide Airspeed [m/s] 25
Glide Ratio 11
LoC Event Probability [h−1] 5 × 10−3

In the risk model, a probability distribution of ground impact locations was con-
structed based on multiple descent models (ballistic, gliding and parachute descents) that
were parameterised by the drone configuration and payload, and were specific to the
assumed state of the drone, particularly the velocity and altitude [6]. Subsequently, a spa-
tiotemporal population density map was generated for the corresponding area to the risk
map bounds. With the knowledge of where the drone would be likely to impact and who
would be located there, the probability of impacting a person was determined, Pimpact|LoC,
by estimating the projected area of a person exposed to the falling drone.

The characteristics of the impact were then considered, the most significant of which
being the impact kinetic energy, to ultimately determine the probability of the impact
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with a person resulting in the fatality of that person, Pfatality|impact. This procedure was
repeated for every cell on defined grid covering the area of interest to generate a single
fatality probability value for each cell. This can be interpreted graphically to understand
the variation over an area (Figure 2).

Pfatality = PLoCPimpact|LoCPfatality|impact (2)

Drone flight paths were generated using risk maps based on a flight altitude of 400 feet
(120 m, a typical ceiling of drone flights in developed countries [8]), using a Mugin 5 Pro
VTOL drone (www.muginuav.com/product/mugin-5-pro-5000mm-vtol-uav-platform-
8-motor-mounts/, accessed 20 November 2022) which can carry one medium Versapak
medical carrier (industry standard payload, Figure 3).

Figure 2. Fatality Risk Map of the Southampton and New Forest area for the Mugin 5 Pro drone
flying at a height of 120 m.

Winds were assumed to be 3 m/s and from a south westerly (250 degrees) direction,
capturing the prevailing wind conditions in the study area. Flights were assumed to take
place at midday, as the drone ground risk model captures temporal variation. The risk map
was used as a costmap for a modified Theta* pathfinding algorithm. It should be noted
that air risk (i.e., risk of mid-air collision), and any airspace restrictions were ignored in this
analysis (e.g., Southampton Airport CTR), meaning paths may be more direct than would
be permitted in real-life. The paths used in [35] were created to minimise the average risk
score; however, the paths in this study minimise the integral of risk along a path to give
more efficient routing options and a more representative metric of the actual risk exposure.
Furthermore, whilst there is a level of risk present at landing sites generally, and in the
process of loading goods/servicing aircraft [44,45], these have not been included as they
are not considered to be third party interactions.

www.muginuav.com/product/mugin-5-pro-5000mm-vtol-uav-platform-8-motor-mounts/
www.muginuav.com/product/mugin-5-pro-5000mm-vtol-uav-platform-8-motor-mounts/
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Figure 3. Typically used medical carriers, manufactured by the company “Versapak”. Centre
(‘medium’) = 460 mm (w), 255 mm (D), 305 mm (H).

The pathfinding algorithm used is a modified implementation of the Theta* algo-
rithm [46]. Theta* itself is a modification of the well known A* best-first graph search
algorithm that enables any-angle paths, that is paths with turns that are not constrained to
the grid. The algorithm itself is well known therefore omitted for brevity, with only our
modifications detailed. Here a path risk integral metric is used, as use of the path mean
risk metric would result in longer and shorter paths having the same value, where as the
risk is in units of fatalities per flight-hour, therefore it follows that the more flight-hours
you accumulate, the higher the expected fatalities. The path risk integral accounts for this.

The threshold value, Rthres is a parameter to the pathfinding algorithm, which influ-
ences the weighting, k, of the edge cost between any two nodes, Vn and Vn+1, according
to Equation (3), where the function R(V0, V1) gives the sum risk cost between those two
nodes, by summing all grid cells on the costmap lying on the line between the nodes. This
has the effect of discouraging the exploration of nodes in the direction of edges where the
sum risk cost is higher than the threshold value. This then contributes to the total edge cost
as normal.

k =
R(Vn, Vn+1)

Rthres
(3)

Several different threshold values were used to explore the effect of higher and lower
risk routing and how they compared to the equivalent van route. Six evenly spaced risk
algorithm threshold values on a logarithmic scale from 1× 10−6 (most risky) to 1× 10−13

(least risky) were used. These were chosen to give a wide range of possible paths whilst
still using the same costmap for the pathfinding.

2.3. Drone-Van Comparisons

Subsequent to the analysis of fatality rates in both road and drone transport modes, a
comparison between the two modes was made in terms of risk level for each O-D pair, and
the effect this could have on delivery distances and times due to the circuity of routing.

Whilst the analyses used empirical data for the road transport statistics, equivalent
data for drones were not available due to the novelty of the technology and the lack of
deployed examples with collected and publicly available statistics. The probabilistic model
provides a reasonable representation of what may occur in the event of more widespread
operations based on existing literature. To assist with developing literature and setting
industry safety standards, a calculation of the required LoC probabilities for drones to
match those of road transport was completed.
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3. Results and Discussion

With the road risk data being empirically calculated and the drone risk data being a
forecast, the datasets were individually analysed, before comparing the risks on the known
O-D pair cases.

3.1. Road Transport Risk

Analyses of the UK Department for Transport data found that the majority (79%) of
motor vehicle fatalities were car based in 2019, and only 4% were LGV based. This is
somewhat to be expected, given LGVs only made up 16% of all vehicle mileage in the
same period; however, an average of 76 fatalities occurred per billion kilometers across
all road vehicles, whilst the equivalent rate for LGVs was only 18 fatalities per billion
kilometers, suggesting that LGVs are much safer than road transport more generally. This
difference may be due to the more stringent regulations on commercial vehicles around
speed limitations, maintenance, and training. Additionally, with LGVs being commercial
vehicles, they typically operate during the daytime, when driving is statistically safer [47].

Discriminating by different road classes continues this trend, with LGVs resulting in
59% fewer fatalities (per billion kilometers) than all motor vehicles on motorways, 75%
fewer fatalities on A-roads, and 81% fewer fatalities on minor roads (Figure 4). The findings
suggest that motorways are statistically safer per kilometer, in line with government
publicity [48], though only 19.8% of all motor vehicle mileage (19.6% of van mileage) is
completed on this road class; thus, typical journey fatality rates are higher.

Figure 4. Road Types Fatality Rates Compared.

Investigating the effects this has on the journeys from the identified origin locations
demonstrates that routes which use motorways and major roads proportionately more than
minor roads will have a lower risk for the total distance travelled (Table 2). The highest risk
delivery is from Lymington Hospital (149 fatalities per bn. trips for van, 603 for all motor
vehicles), whilst the safest is from Boyatt Wood Surgery (38 fatalities per bn. trips for van,
159 for all motor vehicles).
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Table 2. Distances by road class and trip fatality rate for each road journey. Destination is Southamp-
ton General Hospital in all cases.

Distances (km) Fatality Rate (Per bn. Trips)

Origin Motorway A-Road
(Major)

A-Road
(Minor) B-Road Other Total Van All Motor

Vehs
Blackfield Health Centre 0 0.66 18.75 0 1.99 21.37 120 490
Blackthorn Health Centre 0 0 5.16 0.1 7.04 12.27 61 287
Boyatt Wood Surgery 3.2 0 2.9 0 3.14 9.22 38 159
Stokewood Surgery 3.2 0 4.22 3.18 1.96 12.53 55 236
Cornerways Med. Centre 10.89 14.9 0.49 0 3.74 29.96 130 502
New Forest Med. Group 0 0.66 17.86 0.99 1.38 20.85 116 479
Lymington Hospital 0 0.66 23.95 0 1.75 26.33 149 603

3.2. Drone Transport Risk

Drone path calculations at each threshold resulted in a large range of fatality rates
and travel distances (Figure 5, Table 3). At a lower risk threshold, the highest risk delivery
is from Lymington Hospital (Surgery 7). As the risk threshold increases, delivery from
Boyatt Wood (Surgery 3) becomes the highest risk, and at the highest threshold (most risky),
delivery from Blackfield (Surgery 1) presents the most risk. This could be expected, as the
high risk flight path from Blackfield passes directly over Southampton city centre, where
significant populations are present. Equally, at the low risk threshold, longer distance
flights (e.g., from Lymington Hospital) would incur a higher total risk.

Table 3. Fatality rates per billion journeys for each threshold/mode and origin. Destination is
Southampton General Hospital in all cases.

Threshold
Origin 1.00× 10−6 3.98× 10−8 1.58× 10−9 6.31× 10−11 2.51× 10−12 1.00× 10−13 Van All Vehs
(1) Blackfield Health Centre 1340 1316 958 387 304 288 120 490
(2) Blackthorn Health Centre 1237 1180 906 489 376 346 61 287
(3) Boyatt Wood Surgery 450 450 452 516 453 486 38 159
(4) Stokewood Surgery 834 777 478 383 386 418 55 236
(5) Cornerways Med. Centre 1131 1131 1024 304 278 275 130 502
(6) New Forest Med. Group 589 589 603 330 285 268 116 479
(7) Lymington Hospital 680 680 680 361 291 278 149 603

3.3. Drone-Van Risk Comparison

Comparing these findings in a more widely understood format, fatalities per billion
journeys, it becomes clear that using LGVs in this setting would be safer than using a
drone with a LoC probability of 5× 10−3 per flight-hour (Figure 6). For all origins, LGV
transport is safer than even the most risk-averse drone route, by a factor of 1.87 to 12.73
(i.e., 1.87 more fatalities by drone than by road). Where drone flights pass directly over
urban (highly populated) areas, the fatality prediction is significantly higher, as seen in the
peaks of Figure 6, which correspond to city overflight (Figure 5).

This would suggest that for freight transport, it is advisable to use LGVs from a safety
perspective, if the widely cited 5× 10−3 events per flight-hour failure rate is realised [16,39].
Whilst there may be benefits of using drones in terms of speed, the societal cost of safety
and the resulting impact on public opinion may outweigh the benefits.

When considering all motor vehicles, they are safer than the lowest risk threshold
drone path for some journeys (e.g., Boyatt Wood, 3.06 times safer), and more risky in others
(e.g., Lymington Hospital 2.17 times less safe). These findings are to be expected based
on the road transport analysis, as those surgeries which are more rural (e.g., Lymington
Hospital), and involve a greater proportion of minor roads to be served, are generally those
that are less safe than drones, which would fly over lower population density areas for a
comparable journey. It should also be noted that, regardless of routing, LGVs are safest in
all cases, based on the parameters defined in Table 3.
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Figure 5. Mapped drone flight paths. Colours indicate risk threshold (red = higher, green = lower).
Numbers refer to the surgeries as labelled in Table 3. Map data ©2022 Google.

Figure 6. Comparison of fatality rates per billion journeys, relative to origin-destination straight-line
flight distance and risk algorithm threshold. Peaks seen in the higher risk threshold plots correlate
with urban overflight.

If an average fatality rate is taken across all journeys at each threshold setting, an
S-curve becomes apparent (Figure 7), with a maximum fatality rate (894 fatalities per billion
journeys) being achieved when routing is set to the highest risk threshold (1× 10−6), and
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a minimum (337 fatalities per billion journeys) being achieved when routing is set to the
lowest risk threshold (1× 10−13). The plateauing shape of this curve suggests that risk
levels are approximately bounded and cannot be improved or worsened for these case
study locations. The upper fatality rate will be bounded by the trajectories which are direct
(straight-line), whilst the lower rate will be bounded by the risk required to access the
hospital (i.e., some risk will always be present if the end destination is to be reached).

Based on these comparisons, the equivalent threshold for motor vehicles more gener-
ally would be approximately 6.31× 10−11. Meanwhile, there is no realistic equivalent risk
algorithm threshold for a van as the mean fatality rate falls outside of the bounds of the
S-curve in the tested examples.

Figure 7. Mean Fatality Rates for the Case Study Paths.

Investigating the sensitivity in LoC failure rates, it was possible to determine the
required LoC probabilities that drones would need to achieve to be as safe as LGVs; or
twice as safe, as suggested to be a criteria for the wider adoption of urban air mobility
systems [33]. To achieve a risk level equal to vans (i.e., equal fatality rate), drones would
need to experience an LoC event probability of 5.35× 10−4 per flight-hour at the highest
(most risky) tested threshold, and 1.42× 10−3 per flight-hour at the lowest (least risky)
tested threshold. Likewise, to achieve levels twice as safe (i.e., half the fatality rate) as
vans, the LoC probabilities would need to be 2.67× 10−4 per flight-hour at the highest
tested threshold, and 7.09× 10−4 per flight-hour at the lowest tested threshold. To achieve
a level twice as safe as all road vehicles, the LoC probabilities would need to be 1.10× 10−3

per flight-hour (highest theshold) and 2.92× 10−3 per flight-hour (lowest threshold). The
required rates for equivalence are presented in Figure 8.

In the wider aviation context, general and commercial aviation (combined) have been
cited to target an LoC probability of 1× 10−6 [16]. It is unlikely that this level would
be achieved by drone operations due to there being fewer, less rigorous boundaries for
commencing operations (e.g., pilot training, etc.). Should more specialist operations be
considered in isolation, such as those operating under a ‘Certified’ status in Europe, a
comparable level may be reached as regulations require higher standards of air-worthiness
and training [49]. These results also mean that a less reliable drone can still achieve a risk
level equal to a more reliable drone by taking a lower risk path.
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Figure 8. Target drone LoC event probabilities to be equal to ground transportation risk levels.
Half = Half of the Fatality Rate/Twice as Safe.

3.4. Distance and Circuity Effects

In the results of the flight planning, it is clear that some risk thresholds result in
considerably more direct flights than others (Figure 5), and in some cases the road transport
option is shorter (Table 4). This can have significant impacts on (a) whether drone services
are possible with the battery/fuel capacity of the drone; and (b) the time required to
complete the delivery, along with any benefits of the often perceived faster travel speeds.

Table 4. Distance Travelled for Each Threshold/Mode. 1.00× 10−6 is equal to straight-line flight in
all cases.

Threshold
Origin 1.00 × 10−6 3.98 × 10−8 1.58 × 10−9 6.31 × 10−11 2.51 × 10−12 1.00 × 10−13 Road
Blackfield Health Centre 13.4 13.4 14.2 30.2 35.7 41.2 21.37
Blackthorn Health Centre 9.7 9.8 14.8 22.1 46.8 53.6 12.27
Boyatt Wood Surgery 7.1 7.2 7.3 12 19.4 41.4 9.22
Stokewood Surgery 9.2 9.2 9.8 11.3 27.3 54.8 12.53
Cornerways Med. Centre 25.3 25.3 25.4 30.1 31.6 32.7 29.96
New Forest Med. Group 16.7 16.7 16.7 25.3 28.1 32.7 20.85
Lymington Hospital 19.9 19.9 19.9 29.8 32.8 37 26.33

Calculating the circuity factor for each threshold, it becomes apparent that the highest
risk threshold gives routes that are direct (Cicuity Factor = 1.00), whilst the lowest risk
threshold generates routes with a Circuity Factor of 3.737 (Table 5, Figure 9). Assuming no
wind and the assumed cruise speed of 35 m/s, a 10 km journey would take 4 min 46 s at
the highest risk threshold, whilst the equivalent at the lowest theshold would take 17 min
48 s. Road travel times on an equivalent journey will vary based on vehicle and road speed
limits, though at 50 km/h (31 mph) and at 70 km/h (43 mph) (average end-end speeds
including any traffic), the same journey would take 15 min 22 s and 10 min 58 s, respectively.

Should the payload be large enough to require more than one drone/multiple trips to
complete the consignment, the risk will multiply further. Meanwhile, the van risk would
remain unchanged as it can generally carry significantly more payload than the majority of
drones [50]. For example, if two Versapak medical carriers (Figure 3) need to be delivered
by drone, three one-way trips trips would be required (out-back-out) before the delivery is
completed; thus, the risk would be 3-times larger. The van would be capable of carrying
both Versapaks in one journey, thus its risk would not multiply. It should also be noted that
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a need for multiple trips will further amplify any speed penalty as the full consignment is
not delivered in the first shipment.

Table 5. Mean Circuity Results for Each Threshold/Mode.

Threshold/Mode Mean Circuity Factor

1.00× 10−6 1.000
3.98× 10−8 1.004
1.58× 10−9 1.104
6.31× 10−11 1.566
2.51× 10−12 2.517
1.00× 10−13 3.737

Road 1.280

Figure 9. Mean Circuity Factor with Increasing Risk vs. Road Travel Benchmark.

It should be noted that whilst the assumed safety and circuity benefits of drones over
vans are not seen in this UK study, if similar comparisons are applied to other countries,
particularly those which have less established all weather road networks, there may be
considerably different findings. Due to road networks being less established and more
dangerous, drone deliveries in such countries may prove to be more advantageous [28,51].

4. Conclusions

In an analysis of seven O-D pairs in the Southampton area, varying between urban
and rural settings, one-way deliveries by van are seen to be consistently less risky than the
equivalent deliveries by drone when widely cited drone failure rates were considered.

Variation was seen between van routes, with routes that required use of more rural
and minor roads being statistically less safe (e.g., Lymington Hospital, 149 fatalities per bn.
trips), and those that were more motorway and major road based being considerably safer
(e.g., Boyatt Wood Surgery, 38 fatalities per bn. trips). Motor vehicles more generally were
less safe than vans on all tested trips (e.g., Lymington Hospital, 149 fatalities per bn. trips).

Variation was also seen between drone routes, depending on the level of accepted
risk/target risk (risk algorithm threshold). As the level of algorithm threshold increased, so
did the mean fatality rate, following an upwards S-curve trend. A plateau was seen at both
ends of the curve, bounded by what was deemed to be (i) the risk of the minimum flight
distance flight path (maximum risk); and (ii) the minimum risk that has to be experienced
in order to reach the destination. The equivalent risk threshold value for all motor vehicles
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was estimated to be approximately 6.31× 10−11, whilst no equivalent algorithm threshold
existed for a van as it was safer in all cases.

When identifying the failure rates required for drones to match ground transport in
terms of risk, it was found that drones would need to experience an LoC event probability
between 5.35× 10−4 per flight-hour and 1.42× 10−3 per flight-hour to match vans, or
between 2.67× 10−4 per flight-hour and 7.09× 10−4 to be twice as safe as vans. Comparing
to all motor vehicles, a drone LoC probability between 1.10× 10−3 per flight-hour and
2.92× 10−3 per flight-hour would be required.

The effects of route circuity due to taking lower risk routes indicated that drones may
have to travel up to 273% further than the widely assumed straight-line path; hence, flight
speed may not be as beneficial as many studies suggest. Furthermore, should multiple
trips be required due to insufficient payload capacity, drones may become even more risky
when compared to vans with considerable payload capacities.

Whilst the absolute values of the fatality rates seen in the analyses were small, the total
distance travelled in vans and potential for the use of UAS in such logistics networks high-
lights the importance of such a comparison. Furthermore, the approach used in this paper
could be adopted for future work, using an established mode as a benchmark for accepted
risk from which to compare and contrast new modes/methods with. Additionally, the
probabilistic model used in this study provides a reasonable representation of widespread
drone operations, though more thorough sensitivity analyses should be investigated to
fully understand the failure rates required to match/better road transport for different
aircraft and conditions.

In similarly developed countries, the road safety trends and circuity follow closely
to the UK’s; thus, the potential increase in risk created by drone deliveries over vans (if
the reliability assumed in the literature is realised) could become a problem if their usage
continues to grow. Meanwhile, in developing nations, where infrastructure is generally less
established and safe, drones may offer a potentially safer alternative to ground transport.
When considering future applications of drone delivery technology, the level of accepted
risk and the currently experienced risk should be carefully considered by policy-makers to
prevent increase exposure to involuntary risk.

Where this study assumed midday flight times in the calculation of risk values, future
work may seek to investigate the effect of time of day on trajectory planning and risk. The
drone risk model is able to generate population density maps for different times of day,
however a temporal aspect to road traffic statistics is not available.
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